English At Large Thanks Volunteers

For Immediate Release

English at Large (EAL) is a nonprofit organization that provides individual and small group instruction through a volunteer network to adult immigrants and other newcomers who want to acquire English language skills as they adapt to life in the United States. Our volunteers give life to this mission; this year alone, 178 local residents provide almost 4,000 hours of service to 535 learners in 21 communities in Middlesex County. Through their efforts, local newcomers develop the English language skills and acquire the cultural knowledge they need to fully engage in their communities and fulfill their life goals.

Volunteer Appreciation Week reminds us to stop and say THANK YOU - to our volunteer Tutors, Conversation Group Facilitators, Intake Assessors, and Testers, as well as our program and office volunteers. Your efforts, as EAL volunteers, open doors of opportunity to English language learners, and make our communities richer in the process. You make a difference everyday and the impact is immeasurable!

We invite the community to join us in applauding the efforts to these wonderful volunteers:

Alane Airosus          Barbara Cracknell          Ilsa Gottlieb
Dean Aldrich           Marie (Sarah) Creeth        Leeza Grinenko
Maria Anthony          Hannah Crowley              Sandra Hackman
Leigh Ausband          Thelma Dakubu              Caroline Hammond
Athena (Tina) Babalas   Linda DeLaney              Jeanne Hansen
John Barnes            Arlene DeLuca              Sarah Harder
Ann Bartholomew        David Desjardins            David Hegarty
David Baskin           John Devine                Julia Hibben
Eileen Bauer           Anne Doyle                  Emily Hoch
Megha Bellary          Marguerite Dushin           Damaris Hoeman
Maureen Bennani        Hiral Dutia                 Mary Hoffman
Jeanne Berkman         Barbara Eaton               Renee Hunt
Brenda Bernier         Negin Ebrahim               Kit Irwin
Jane Biering           Phyllis Emsig               Brenda Judge
Alyssa Bogosian        Maribeth Eugene            Susan Keane
Jim Boucher            Alison Feinswog             Margy Keeping
Denis Bradford         William Feiring             John Keller
Phyllis Brooks         Ellen Finkelman             Laura Kelley
Jim Burling            Adele Fontana              Doreen Kenny
Lorraine Carlson       Barbara Freedman            Myrna Kesselman
Michael Carpenter      Juli Furgeson              John Kimball
Mariam Chobanyan       Fern Ganley                 Judy Kravitz
Joyce Churchill        Jane Gehron                 Arthur Kress
Peggy Claybrook        Evan George                Alison Kuzara
Judith Conroy          Christopher Gerath           Melissa Lang
Ellen Conway           Peter Gimber                 Sandra LaPerche
Terri (Ellen) Coyle    Michael Glenn               Lee LaPierre
Deborah Leahy  Samir Patel  Annette Stavros
Kent Leonard  Natalie Perlov  Bruce Stephen
Blake Lochrie  Thomas Phillips  Howard Stoner
Carol Long  Elisabeth Piquet  Mary Street
Elise MacDonald  Valerie Plante  Julie Sussman
Karen MacKinnon  Priya Rajkuma  Lauren Szufat
Isobel Magee  Cynthia Randall  Doris Taber
Anindita Majumdar  Michael Ratner  Jeri Taylor
Amanda Mathiesen  Sherry Reisner  Scott (Richard) Taylor
Ginger McGuire  George Rios  Kena Thompson
Elizabeth McNamara  Olivia Roberts-Sano  Marie-Claire Turmel
Lynne McNamara  Tyler-Jane Robins  Heidi Tyson
Loretta Melhado  Nicole Rose  Sarah Unninayar
Catharine Melhorn  Christine Ryan  Denise Waldron
Judy Minardi  Bonny Saulnier  Susan Weidman
Cheri Minton  Mihir Shah  Arlene Weiss
Susan Moore  Julie Sheeran  Brett Wilkes
Vicky Morville  Hannah Shin  Beverly Williams
Cathy Murnane  Michelle Silbert  Ellen Williamson
Charles Murphy  Somatra Simpson  Janice Wilson
Lauren Napolitana  Susan Siroky  Diane Winkelman
Eve Nichols  Joan Small  Maxine Wish
Colleen O'Shaughnessy  Sharon Soong  Carol Woolfe
Duke Oakes  Marina Sorokin  Yan Xu
Lynne Osborn  Melissa Southwell  Diane Zagrodny
Jane Palmer  Kevin Spool
Pushpa Patel  Geraldine Stack

For more information about English At Large, visit www.englishatlarge.org
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